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craftsman [krafts-muhn]
noun, plural craftsmen.
1.
a person who practices or is highly
skilled in a craft; artisan.
2.
an artist.

FAST & SPOT REPAIRS

In ETALON we know how valuable your time is, therefore we
developed certain products across our range, which will help you
save time throughout the repair process. Wherever you see the
sign, be sure that this ETALON product will reduce average time
and boost the productivity in your bodyshop.
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A QR Code is a mobile phone readable barcode.
The QR code reader applications for your iPhone or
Android can be downloaded from iTunes or Playstore.
You will come across plenty of such codes in this catalogue,
which will link you to different videos and articles.

Marine Products / p.55

Customer testimonials all over the globe

Total Bodyshop Supplies has been partners with Etalon in New
Zealand for 5 years. Alex and his team have made it easy for
us with great support, advise and by acting on the information
we give them. The products, they introduce, have all been well
tested, since each product has to meet a standard to protect
the Etalon Name. Our customers trust Etalon, they ask for it by
name. I am proud to call him a friend and business partner. If
you are looking to build a long-term partnership with someone
who you can trust, then Alex and Etalon are the brand for you.
Kelvin Daly,
Owner of Total Bodyshop Supplies
Wellington, New Zealand

When I wish to achieve perfect
polishing results I use the ET1010
Absolute Cut Compound in
combination with Etalon Nano
Sealant. I also prefer Etalon Airdry
975 because of its fast drying
properties.
Diamantis Chantzis,
Technical consultant of BMW Velmar
Greece

We introduced Etalon into our product portfolio
and it has been very well received by our customers.
B.S.Supplies distributes Etalon as the brand that
represents quality and innovative products. We
have received fantastic reviews for the technically
advanced Air Dry UHS 975 Lacquer which enables
substantial end user savings via its rapid cure times.

Glad I switched over to
Etaclear, it flows great and
doesn’t leave any orange
peeling effect.
North Panels
Australia

Stephen O’Reilly BA (Hons) Bus Ad,
Sales Director of B.S.Supplies (Stoke on Trent) Ltd
Stoke-on-Trent, United Kingdom

I recommend Etalon Nano Sealant to my customers, even for the
car windows; excellent hydrophobic properties. The ET1010 Absolute
Cut Compound is easy to work with, since it does not dry under the
sun. I also recommend ET2010 Absolute Compound which provides
easy correction of the holograms and fast polishing.
Theodoros Tsagalis,
Technical consultant of Custom Design
Greece

Etalon Etaprime is one of the best
2Κ primers we have ever used!
Reem Mansour,
The Collision Experts
Frankfort Illinois, USA
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FILLERS, PRIMERS & CLEARCOATS
Fillers

ETASOFT UNIVERSAL FILLER

Extremely easy to sand by hand or machine, it possesses good
filling properties without pinholes. Suitable for application on
steel, aluminium, galvanized steel and fiberglass.
ET5300UP-200

2kg, beige

6 pcs/cart.

ETABASE SOFT UNIVERSAL
POLYESTER FILLER

Universal medium-grained filler for use on all metallic
surfaces, old paint, aluminium, galvanized steel and fiberglass.
Elastic and easy to sand.
ET530VUP-180

1.8kg, beige

12 pcs/cart.

ET530VUP-100

1kg, beige

12 pcs/cart.

ET530VUP-050

0.5kg, beige

18 pcs/cart.

ETALIGHT UNIVERSAL
PREMIUM FILLER

Premium universal lightweight filler for filling and finishing works
on all metallic surfaces, including galvanized steel, aluminium
and fiberglass. Elastic. Easy Sanding. Suitable for applications in
thick layers.
ET52OOPRL-15O

*
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1.5L, beige

8 pcs/cart.
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Fillers

ETALON LIGHTWEIGHT BODY
FILLER

Lightweight body filler for works on iron, steel, old coatings and
FRP plastics. Elastic and easy to sand. Suitable for applications in
thick layers and on surfaces exposed to vibration.
ET5200SL-320

3.2 L, beige

4 pcs/cart.

ETAFINE POLYESTER FINE
FILLER/STOPPER

Designed for finishing jobs, allows easy sanding by hand or
machine. It is available with red & white hardener for finishing
jobs in both automotive and yacht refinishing respectively.

ETAGLASS FIBERGLASS FILLER

Has unique filling properties, which allows it to be applied in
thick layers for repairs of deep dents and even rust through
spots. Leaves smoother surface due to its short fibres.

ET5300FP-100/R

1kg, red hardener

6 pcs/cart.

ET5700GP-300

3kg, green

4 pcs/cart.

ET5300FP-100/W

1kg, white hardener 6 pcs/cart.

ET5300GP-100

1kg, green

12 pcs/cart.

SANDER ORBIT
P40-180

P240 - 1500

PAINT-STRIPPING
& FILLER/STOPPER

PRIMER &
CLEARCOAT
5mm Stroke

2,5-3mm Stroke
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FILLERS, PRIMERS & CLEARCOATS
Fillers

ETALU UNIVERSAL
FILLER

Universal filler containing aluminium particles for
excellent resistance to high temperatures and
mechanical forces. Can be used on all metallic
surfaces including galvanized steel & aluminium.
Recomended for use on parts that are exposed to
vibration and high temperatures. Does not clog
sand paper. Fine, pinhole-free surface.
ET5300ALU-100 1kg, silver 6 pcs/cart.
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ETAPLAST FILLER
FOR PLASTICS

Filling and spot-repair filler for use on plastic
parts of the vehicles. Elastic, with good
adhesion on most plastics. Fast drying and
easy to sand.

ETAGLAZE
1K NC FINE PUTTY

Fine nitro-based 1K finishing putty. Ideal for
filling minor scratches, stone chips, pinholes
and dents. Can be applied after priming upon
discovery of minor imperfections. Good
adhesion on steel and old coatings.
ET5100NP-025

ET5300PP-100

1kg, black 6 pcs/cart.

250g,
grey/green

12 pcs/cart.
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Primers

1K ACRYLIC PRIMER

1K primer with high filling power. Ideal for new
parts, fast jobs and spot repairs. Can be applied
on metal, steel, galvanised steel and aluminium.
Easy application and sanding. VOC compliant.
ET5600AP-01

primer
1kg, grey

6 pcs/cart.

ET5600AP-04

primer
4kg, grey

4 pcs/cart.

2K EPOXY PRIMER 3:1

Chromate free versatile epoxy primer with
anticorrosive protection for automotive,
marine and industrial use. Can be used as an
undercoat or as a final coating. Suitable as an
adhesion promoter on metal, steel, aluminium
or fiberglass. Applicable on surfaces that will
be submerged in water. Easy application with
roll, airless gun, electrostatic gun, HVLP or
conventional spraying equipment.

ETAPRIME 4:1 2K HS
ACRYL PRIMER

High Solids, premium quality 2K acrylic filler/
primer. High filling properties. Easy sanding.
Fast drying. Can be applied wet-on-wet if
diluted by 30% with Etalon Acrylic Thinner.
Suitable for spot repairs or full repaints. VOC
compliant.

ETABASE 4:1 2K HS
ACRYL PRIMER

2K acrylic primer 4:1 with good filling
properties and easy sanding. Suitable for
applications on polyester putty, primered and
painted surfaces. Can be overpainted by all
automotive coatings. VOC compliant.

ET4400AF-10/G
SET

set 1L+250ml
hardener, grey

6 sets/
cart.

ET440VAF-10/B
SET FAST

set 1L+250ml 6 sets/
hardener, black cart.

primer
6 pcs/cart.
750ml, grey

ET4400AF-40/G

4L, grey

2 cans/
cart.

ET440VAF-10/G
SET FAST

set 1L+250ml
hardener, grey

6 sets/
cart.

12 pcs/cart.
ET5400EH-B025 hardener
250ml, grey

ET4401HF-100

hardener 1L

6 cans/
cart.

ET440VAF-10/G
SET EXFAST

set 1L+250ml
hardener, grey

6 sets/
cart.

ET440VAF-30/G

3L, grey

4 cans/
cart.

ET995-*075

hardener,
750ml

12 cans/
cart.

ET5400EP-A075

* hardener slow/normal/fast/extra fast
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FILLERS, PRIMERS & CLEARCOATS
Primers, Clearcoats

ETAPRIME 5:1 2K HS
ACRYL PRIMER

2K acrylic primer with excellent filling properties and easy
application. Compatible with all painting systems. Easy
sanding. Can be used as a sprayable putty. High build, it is
possible to reach up to 300 micron thickness in three layers.
VOC compliant.
ET5500AF-08/G

set 800ml+160ml
hardener, grey

12 sets/cart.

ET5500AF-08/B

set 800ml+160ml
hardener, black

12 sets/cart.

set 800ml+160ml
hardener, white

12 sets/cart.

ET5500AF-08/W

98PL SR ETABASE
2K CLEARCOAT 2:1

Acrylic clearcoat with high gloss retention. Great value for
money. Only after 30 minutes of baking the surface is ready
for polishing and assembly. Various speed hardeners make
this suitable for all environments.
VOC compliant < 840 g/l.
ΕT98PL-SR01/*

set 1L + 500ml
hardener

12 sets / cart.

ΕT98PL-SR05

5L

4 pcs/cart.

ET995-ECO*25

2.5L hardener

4 pcs/cart.

* hardener eco normal/eco fast/eco extra fast

960 SR ETACLEAR
2K CLEARCOAT 2:1
ETAFLEX 1K PLASTIC PRIMER

Provides excellent adhesion for all kinds of plastics, such as
bumpers, mirrors and spoilers. Transparent with metallic
particles as a guide. Can be recoated with all existing
automotive coatings. VOC compliant <840 g/l.
ET5500PP-100
10

1L, transparent

6 pcs/cart.

Versatile acrylic clearcoat with high gloss. Excellent UVprotection. Only after 30 minutes of baking the surface is
ready for polishing and assembly. Suitable for partial and
complete re-paints. VOC compliant < 840 g/l.
ΕΤ960-SR01

1L

12 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ960-SR05

5L

4 pcs/cart.

ET995-*05

500ml, hardener

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-*25

2.5L, hardener

4 pcs/cart.

* hardener slow/normal/fast/extra fast
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Clearcoats
975 UHS AIRDRY
2K CLEARCOAT 2:1

Etalon AirDry UHS 975 clear coat is a real
breakthrough in automotive refinishing
industry. Fast drying process without
compromising on quality and ease of use.
It is a VOC compliant clear coat, ready for
polishing without any force drying. Only after
60-70 minutes at 20C° the surface is totally
cured, or after 6-7min at 60C° in a spray
booth. It can be applied in 1,5 coats without
any flash of time or in 2 full coats with 5
min flash off time. The final result is a deep,
crystal clear finish with excellent durability,
UV resistance and no gloss reduction.
• VOC < 420g/l compliant

990 HS SR ETACLEAR 2K
CLEARCOAT 2:1

Very fast drying clearcoat. Especially
recommended for spot repairs and partial
re-sprays. High gloss and excellent flow. VOC
compliant < 840 g/l.
ET990-SR01/N

set 1L +
500ml hard.
normal

12 sets/
cart.

set 1L +
500ml hard.
slow

12 sets/
cart.

ET990-SR05

5L

4 pcs/cart.

ET991-SLOW25

2.5L hard.,
slow

4 pcs/cart.

ET991-NORM25

2.5L hard.,
normal

4 pcs/cart.

ET990-SR01/S

• User friendly - only one hardener needed

970 UHS ETACLEAR 2K
CLEARCOAT 2:1

• Suitable for both partial and full-vehicle
refinishing jobs

Ultra High Solid VOC compliant (<420 g/l)
acrylic clearcoat for the highest quality
refinishing jobs. Crystal clear, deep gloss on
both water and solvent-borne paints. Extra
Fast, Fast, Normal and Slow hardeners to suit
all environments.
ET970-UHS01

1L

12 pcs/cart.

ET970-UHS05

5L

4 pcs/cart.

ET970-**05

500ml hard.

12 pcs/cart.

ET970-**25

2.5L hard.

4 pcs/cart.

* hardener slow/normal/fast/extra fast

Etalon AirDry UHS 975 is a part of a new
line of products Thunderline which is
dedicated to boost productivity and profits.

ET975-UHS01

1L

12 pcs/cart.

ET975-UHS05

5L

3 pcs/cart.

ET975-HARD05

500ml hard.

12 pcs/cart.

ET975-HARD25

2.5L hard.

3 pcs/cart.

SPRAY GUN SET UP SELECTOR: Gun Inlet Pressure 2.0 bar or as stated
LACKDATENBLATT: Eingangsdruck: ca. 2.0 bar wie unten angegeben
PISTOLET ET TABLEAU DES REGLAGES: Pression à l’entrée du pistolet 2.0 bar ou comme indiqué
SCHEDA ALLESTIMENTO AEROGRAFO: pressione aria 2,0 bar o come indicato
CONFIGURACIONES DE PISTOLAS: Presión a la entrada de la pistola 2.0 bar o según lo indicado

CATEGORY

MATERIAL

PRIMER/FILLER

1K Primer

CLEARCOAT

-

-

1.4-1.6

-

1K Plastic Primer

HVLP/B+ 1.3

TE10 1.3-1.4

-

-

2K Epoxy Primer

-

-

1.6-1.8

-

2K 4:1 Primer

-

-

1.6-1.8

-

2K 4:1 Primer
WET-ON-WET

HVLP/B+ 1.3

TE10 1.4

-

TE5 0.8

2K 5:1 HS Primer

HVLP/B+ 1.3

-

1.6-1.8

-

975 UHS

HVLP/B+ 1.3

TE10 1.3/ TE20 1.3

-

HV5 1.0

970 UHS

HVLP/B+ 1.3

TE10 1.3/ TE20 1.3

-

HV5 1.0

990 HS SR

HVLP/B+ 1.3

TE10 1.3/ TE20 1.3

-

HV5 1.0

960 SR / 98PL SR

HVLP/B+ 1.3

TE10 1.3/ TE20 1.3

-

HV5 1.0
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DO NOT FORGET TO USE CORRECT SETTINGS TO ACHIEVE EXCELLENT RESULTS!
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Thinners, Hardeners & Cleaners

995 HARDENERS

Full range of 995 hardeners compatible with Etalon 2K products
(clearcoats: 960, 990 / primers: 4:1). Available in slow, normal,
fast and extra fast in 250ml, 500ml, 750ml, 1L and 2.5L cans.
ET995-SLOW05

500ml slow

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-NORM05

500ml normal

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-FAST05

500ml fast

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-EXFAST05

500ml extra fast

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-NORM075

750ml normal

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-FAST075

750ml fast

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-EXFAST075

750ml extra fast

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-SLOW10

1L slow

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-NORM10

1L normal

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-FAST10

1L fast

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-EXFAST10

1L extra fast

12 pcs/cart.

ET995-SLOW25

2.5L slow

4 pcs/cart.

ET995-NORM25

2.5L normal

4 pcs/cart.

ET995-FAST25

2.5L fast

4 pcs/cart.

ET995-EXFAST25

2.5L extra fast

4 pcs/cart.

ETALON MIRACLE
ADDITIVE

Etalon Miracle is a specially developed additive for the automotive
acrylic clearcoats, including MS, HS and UHS types. Miracle Additive
replaces the conventional acrylic thinner and improves signiﬁcantly
any clearcoat’s properties. Adding a small amount of the product
(5% for MS, 6% for HS and 7-8% for UHS clears), it increases the
gloss level, reduces the probability of matting, gloss reduction, as
well as solvent popping and runs at high thickness applications.
ΕΤ999-GA01

1L

12 pcs/cart.

ETATHIN ACRYLIC THINNER

Full range of pure acrylic thinners suitable for dilution of
acrylic based clearcoats, primers and base coats. Available
in slow, normal and fast versions.
ET992-1AC/SLOW

1L

20 pcs/cart.

ET992-1AC/NORMAL

1L

20 pcs/cart.

ET992-1AC/FAST

1L

20 pcs/cart.

ET992-5AC/SLOW

5L

4 pcs/cart.

ET992-5AC/NORMAL

5L

4 pcs/cart.

ET992-5AC/FAST

5L

4 pcs/cart.
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FILLERS, PRIMERS & CLEARCOATS
Thinners, Hardeners & Cleaners

SILICON REMOVER

High quality degreaser / panel wipe for cleaning and
degreasing surfaces prior to painting.
ET/ANTISIL-1

1L

6 pcs/cart.

ET/ANTISIL-5

5L

4 pcs/cart.

ETABLEND SPOT BLENDER

Offers an easy and quick fade out process on all 2K clear coats
and coatings. Excellent wetting properties allow eliminating
of any optical differences between old and new coatings.
Available in spray also.
ET994-FDT01

1L

12 pcs/cart.

Join us on
facebook!

SPRAYS
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ETABLEND SPOT BLENDER SPRAY SILVER WHEEL SPRAY
Offers an easy and quick fade out process on all 2K clear coats
and coatings. Excellent wetting properties allow eliminating of
any optical differences between old and new coatings.
ET994-FDT/S

400ml

12 pcs/cart

High quality silver spray. Ideal for spraying wheels and rims
on cars and motorcycles.
ET854003-S

400ml silver

6 pcs/cart.

ETCH PRIMER SPRAY

Fast drying primer with great anticorrosive and filling
properties. Ideal for priming of sand through areas on
galvanized steel, bare metal, aluminum. Overpaintable.
ET814003-G

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

Clean Spray Valve

Turn the spray upside down
and spray for a few seconds

* As a true craftsman, we know that you try very hard to make your
work invisible, that is why we work even harder to help you do that.

Join us on
facebook!
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SPRAYS
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SPRAY PRIMER GREY

Quick drying. Easy to sand. Can be used as
filler or adhesion primer for spot jobs.
ET804001-G

400ml grey

6 pcs/cart.

Clean Spray Valve

Turn the spray upside down
and spray for a few seconds
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CLEARCOAT SPRAY

Quick drying, transparent acrylic clear coat for
finishing on spot repair jobs.
ET894000-C

400ml clear

6 pcs/cart.

BLACK MATT SPRAY

Quick drying. Easy to use general usage
aerosol paint.
ET854002-BM 400ml
6 pcs/cart.
black matt

EPOXY PRIMER SPRAY

Epoxy Primer with excellent anti-corrosion
properties and very good insulation from
moisture, perfect for spot repairs. Suitable
for almost all surfaces including bare steel,
galvanized and stainless steel, aluminium
and old paints. Can be applied wet-on-wet
and over-coated by water-based, solvent
based base coat and 2K direct gloss paints.
Adhesion, protection and filling properties in
one product. Variable fan size nozzle for the
closest spray gun finish.
ET824004-LG

500ml
light grey

12 pcs/cart.

ET824004-DG

500ml
dark grey

12 pcs/cart.

SPRAYS

www.etalon.gr

UNDERBODY COATING SPRAY

Overpaintable stone chip coating with anticorrosion and sound
deadening properties.
ET/UC-S500B

500ml black

12 pcs/cart.

BLACK STRUCTURE
BUMPER SPRAY

Quick drying. Easy to use paint, especially designed for
painting flexible plastic surfaces, such as bumpers.
ΕΤ874002-Β

400ml, black

6 pcs/cart.

PREFILLED SOLVENT SPRAY

Pre-charged aerosol can be filled with up to 100 ml of solvent
based paint.
ET300007

*

400ml

12 pcs/cart.

Products for real

Join us on
facebook!
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Sealants, Adhesives & Insulation Materials

1Κ PU SEALANT

Fast skinning and fast curing polyurethane adhesive and
sealant. Easily smoothed and leveled, can also be applied by
brush, allowing fast overpainting (after 30 minutes) in body
refinish and repair operations on boats, caravans and others..
Overpaintable.

PU WINDSCREEN ADHESIVE

Fast curing, flexible high performance polyurethane adhesive.
Specific for automotive windows and windscreen bonding.
Specially designed to give an ultra fast drive-away time to
vehicles with 2 airbags in 60 minutes.

BRUSHABLE SEAM SEALANT

Fast drying brushable seam sealant for car joints. Does not
run or peel off, excellent adhesion on metallic, primered and
painted surfaces. Overpaintable.

ΕΤ/PU-7200W

310ml, white

12 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/W-9000

310ml, black

12 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/Β-7100

0.85kg, grey

12 cans / cart.

ΕΤ/PU-7200B

310ml, black

12 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/P-901

25 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/Β-7101

rigid brush

36 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/PU-7200G

310ml, grey

12 pcs/cart.

30ml, primer/activator
black

ΕΤ/PA-03

application brush

50 pcs/box
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Sealants, Adhesives & Insulation Materials

2Κ PU ADHESIVE

Ensures high performance on both thermosetting and
thermoplastic rigid and flexible plastics. Ideal for small structural
repairs on bumpers and other plastic parts of the vehicle. Also
suitable for structural bonding of steel, aluminium, wood and
glass. It is odour-free and cured at room temperature. Application
gun for 2K adhesive cartridges. Provides easy, smooth handling.
Robust and reliable tool.

20

ΕΤ/PU-9050

50ml, black

12 pcs/box

ET/BX-70

application gun

piece

ET/NOZ-44

nozzles

12 pcs / bag

SEALING & BONDING
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Underbody Coating & Insulation Materials

DOUBLE SIDED
MOUNT TAPE

Black PE-FOAM tape, double sided,
coated with solvent acrylic adhesive.
For long term mounting applications
inside and outside of the vehicles.
ET2100610

6mm x 10m

10 pcs/box

ΕΤ2100910

9mm x 10m

10 pcs/box

ΕΤ2101210

12mm x 10m

10 pcs/box

ΕΤ2101910

19mm x 10m

10 pcs/box

LOGO TAPE

Very thin double sided logo tape with a powerful
adhesive. Designed for the replacement and
reattachment of small badges and logos. No
trimming required. Excellent time saver. Ten strips
per pack.
ET/LT 50X300

50 x 300mm

10 pack / box

SOUND DEADENING
PANELS

Self-adhesive sound-deadening panels, which
reduce vibration and associated noises.
ET/FLEX-50 diamond texture,
50 x 50cm x 2mm
ET/FLAT-50

10 pcs/cart.

flat,
10 pcs/cart.
50 x 50cm x 3.5mm
21
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Sealants, Adhesives & Insulation Materials

UNDERBODY COATING

Overpaintable stone chip coating with
anticorrosion and sound deadening
properties.

1K TEXTURED BUMPER PAINT

Etalon 1K black textured paint for plastic bumpers refinishing jobs. By adjusting spray gun
settings, we get a variety of coating structures, matching the OEM surface.
ET900BBP-100
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ΕΤ/UC-1000B

1kg, black

12 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/UC-1000G

1kg, grey

12 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/UC-1000W

1kg, white

12 pcs/cart.

1kg, black

6 pcs/cart.

SEALING & BONDING

www.etalon.gr

ALLIGATOR

2K protective PU-based coating with high resistance
to mechanical and chemical impact. The product is
used for improving the noise insulation and protection
of metallic surfaces from corrosion, abrasion and
stone chips on paint coating. Also suitable for
protection of wood, plastic, fiberglass surfaces.

Standard colors

Black

Transparent

*tintable

TRANSPORTATION

SHIPPING

INDUSTRY

CONSTRUCTION

Durable car body protection for wheel
arches, panel interior sides, vehicle
underbody parts as well as bed-liners
of pickups, trucks and other commercial
vehicles.

Mining equipment, bunkers, reservoirs,
external surfaces of pipelines.

ET/ALIG-079BL set

ALLIGATOR Black 790gr + 210gr UV catalyst

4 set/cart.

ET/ALIG-079TR set

ALLIGATOR Trans. tintable 790gr + 210gr UV catalyst

4 set/cart.

ET/AG-205

Application gun for underbody coating & alligator

1 piece

ET/NOZ-205

Nozzle for application gun

1 piece

ET/TUBE-205

Tube for application gun

1 piece

BLACK & TRANSPARENT*

Repair and refinishing of decks interiors
of engine compartments, steps and other
surfaces

Stairs, gates, fencing, floors, parapets,
rails etc.
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POLISHING SYSTEM

POLISHING SYSTEM
Polishing Compounds
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ΕΤ1010

ET2010

ΕΤ1001

ET1003

Cuts and polishes in one step action. Extra
cut compound is designed for the most
demanding polishing tasks, removes scratches
from abrasive P1500 and leaves a deep glossy
surface.

Ultimate one-step polishing compound suitable for the fast removal of scratches. Excellent hologram free gloss on dark colors and
scratch-resistant coatings. Recommended
for polishing of freshly painted cars.

Perfect for paint runs, dust nibs, “orange peel”
and deep scratches.

New anti-hologram formulation. Enhances
gloss without leaving swirls.

Absolute Cut Compound

ΕΤ1010

bottle 1kg

6 pcs/cart.

ET1010/250

bottle 250g

12 pcs/cart.

APPLICATION

By polisher with ETALON
black diamond wool pad or
white diamond polishing
pad.

Absolute Compound

ΕΤ2010

bottle 1L

APPLICATION

6 pcs/cart.

By polisher with the range of ETALON
polishing foam pads depending on the task.

Fast Cut Compound I
ΕΤ1001

bottle 1kg

APPLICATION

By polisher with ETALON
white, blue polishing pad
or black diamond wool
pad.

6 pcs/cart.

Machine Polish III
ΕΤ1003

bottle 1L

DO NOT MIX different compounds on the same pad!

www.etalon.gr

6 pcs/cart.

APPLICATION

By polisher with ETALON
orange or black polishing
pad.
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Polishing Compounds
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ET4004

Gloss Trap Sealant

Non-abrasive polishing glaze with a specially
designed formula that penetrates paint and
creates an invisible thin protective film on the
polished surface.
ΕΤ4004

500ml

APPLICATION

10 pcs/cart.

By polisher with ETALON black polishing
pad, by hand with foam applicator or soft
polishing wipe.

NANO PROTECTIVE
SEALANT

Protective sealant based on Nano technology,
penetrates deep into clearcoat and provides
long lasting protection, high resistance to UV
and moisture. Leaves deep gloss on painted
surfaces, gelcoat and fiberglass.
ΕΤ9503/250

250ml

APPLICATION

6 pcs/cart.

By hand with Etalon foam applicator and with
Etalon microshine wipe or soft polishing wipe.

TOP INSPECTION

Spray for effective inspection of compounding
processes. Perfect for cleaning of compound
residues & for thorough inspection of the
polishing process prior to next step. In order
to save time on reworks, inspect the surface
after each step with Top Inspection. Safe on
all paint surfaces. Also recommended to be
used with ETALON polishing clay.
ΕΤ/TOP-007

500ml

APPLICATION

6 pcs/cart.

By hand with ETALON microshine
wipe or soft polishing wipe.
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METAL POLISH

Polish for all metal parts. Chrome, brass,
copper, nickel, stainless steel and other
surfaces. Cleans, polishes, removes rust and
leaves a protective film. Excellent results on
gelcoat.
ΕΤ/MET-930/750 750ml

APPLICATION

6 pcs/cart.

By foam applicator or foam/wool ball with
ETALON microshine wipe.

POLISHING SYSTEM
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Polishing Accessories

ELECTRIC ROTARY POLISHER
WDK/PM-800

Variable speed 700-2500 RPM, built-in load sensing control
module to offer a constant output speed. Soft-Start feature to
decrease accidental paint burning and to reduce polish spatter.
Sensitive control, reducing risk of tipping over. A fan assists the
removal of motor heat from the housing, the air flow goes out
through the vent located under the housing to help the working
surface cool down.
Power: 800W
Foam Pad Size: Μax 180mm
Speed: 700-2500 RPM
Max 7”
WDK/PM-800

1 piece / box

ETALON DA ELECTRIC
POLISHER ET/RPM-ORB

Electric DA polishing machine with random orbital movement
12mm or 15mm, protects the painted sur face from
overheating. Easy usage even by amateurs. Leaves perfect
glossy surface without holograms and swirl marks. Available
in new premium packaging.
ET/RPM-ORB15

1 piece

ET/RPM-ORB12

1 piece

Model
Input Power
Voltage Frequency
Speed
Orbit Size
Backing Plate Size
Foam Pad Size
Power Supply Cord

ET/RPM-ORB15
500W (max 750W)
220-240V~50/60Hz
700-2500RPM
15 mm
123mm (5”)
Foam Pad Size
5 meters

KIT FOR HEADLIGHTS & CLEAR
COAT RESTORATION

ETALON kit 3 in 1 for headlights and transparent plastics (such
as, motorcycle or boat plastic windshields). Also for painted
parts, such as car mirrors or bumper restoration.
ET/KIT 3IN1

box

ET/RPM-ORB12
500W (max 750W)
220-240V~50/60Hz
700-3000RPM
12 mm
74mm (3”)
Foam Pad Size
5 meters
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Result of polishing job depends on the
correct choice of compound & polishing pad.
This chart shows how to pick the optimal solution
of compound/polish from ETALON system.

Soft black profiled

Hologram & Swirl removal
Gloss Restoration

Wax
Protection

Soft black pad

Medium orange pad

Headlight
Restoration

Headlight
Restoration

Light Scratch
Removal &
Paint Reconditioning

Hard blue pad

Diamond white pad

Deep Scratch
Removal

Black diamond wool pad

ET1010

ET1001

ET2010

ET1003

ET4004

ET9503

ATTENTION

OR

OR

Use different polishing discs
for different compounds
Polishing machine speed
max 2000-2500RPM

Clean the surface well with
ETALON microshine microfiber wipe after each step

ET1003

Polished surfaces
needed to be protected

For any further
enquiries please visit
www.etalon.gr &
ask our technician.

OR

OR

ET1001

5

Finishing/
Waxing

ET1003

Yellowish and hazy
headlights
Scratched and dull
transparent plastics

ET1003

4

Restoration
of headlights
& non painted plastics

To save time on
reworks, inspect the
surface after each time
with Top Inspection.

ET1010

Swirls
Holograms
Diminished Gloss

ET9503

3

Hologram &
Swirl removal
/ Gloss Enhancement

ET1010

Weather-worn paint
Hazy paint
Multiple scratches
from car wash brushes

ET1003

2

Polishing/
Reconditioning the old
paint

SEALANTS, ADHESIVES & SEALING MATERIALS

ET2010

Fading out
Runs
Overspray
Dust contamination
Orange peel

ET4004

1

Fresh
Repair
Coatings

ET2010

POLISHING SYSTEM GUIDE

Check regularly surface
temperature
Do not polish under the
open sun
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www.etalon.gr
TIP!
While the 5cm polishing pads have longer durability,
the 2,5 cm provide easier handling; especially on vertical surfaces.

WHITE DIAMOND
POLISHING PAD

Po l i s h i n g p a d w i t h a d v a n c e d c u t t i n g
properties for the most demanding jobs.
In combination with ET1010 or ET1001
compounds removes deep scratches from
P1500 and finer.
ΕΤ1502500

150 x 25 mm

2 pcs/box

HARD POLISHING PAD

For use with ET1001 Fast Cut Compound,
specifically for the removal of paint defects
and deep scratches.
Ideal for the compounding of old and new
coatings.
ET1502502

150 x 25 mm,
blue

ΕΤ1505000 150 x 50mm,
white

POLISHING SYSTEM

ORANGE UNIVERSAL
POLISHING PAD

Versatile medium density pad for minor
scratches, imperfections and polishing.

2 pcs/box
50 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ0762503

76 x 25mm

ΕΤ1502503

150 x 25mm 2 pcs/box

ΕΤ1505003

150 x 50mm 50 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ1505003B
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Polishing Pads

30 pcs/cart.

150 x 50mm, 50 pcs/cart.

M14

BLACK SUPER SOFT
POLISHING PAD

Guaranties high performance in application
with ET1003 & ET4004 for removal of
holograms & for gloss enhancing.
ΕΤ1502504

150 x 25mm

2 pcs/box

ΕΤ1505004

150 x 50mm

50 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ1505004B 150 x 50mm, 50 pcs/cart.
M14

POLISHING SYSTEM
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Polishing Pads

SOFT BLACK PROFILED
POLISHING PAD

Provides excellent holograms free finish with
ET1003 & ET4004. Splash free application.

ΕΤ1502505 150 x 25mm 2 pcs/box

wool

Quick and aggressive cutting eﬀect
Cool polishing surface even on high rpm
Lint during the polishing process
Diﬃcult pad maintenance
Possibility of swirls especially
on dark colours

BLACK DIAMOND
WOOL PAD

Designed to be used with fast cutting compounds
such as ET1001 and ET1010. Together with
Etalon extra hard White diamond foam pads,
gives a solution for the fast, safe and consistent
result on weathered clearcoat and dull gelcoat.
Made from the highest grade calibrated Merino
wool with Velcro backing.
ΕΤ/DLZ150PR

Ø 150mm

piece

WOOL PAD

Calibrated wool pad with Velcro backing for
the most demanding applications. Use on
deep scratches and old and weather-worn
coatings.

ΕΤ/DLZ150

Ø 150mm

30 pcs/cart.

foam

DOUBLE SIDED
WOOL PAD

Double sided polishing wool pad available in
both aggressive, medium and soft. Ideal for
big surfaces, GRP & boat compounding jobs.

ΕΤ/2WOOL-A

Ø 200mm white,
aggresive

piece

ΕΤ/2WOOL-S

Ø 200mm white,
soft

piece

ΕΤ/2WOOL-M Ø 180mm yellow,
medium

piece

ΕΤ/WAD-M14 adaptor M14

piece

Available in wide range of hardness
Swirl-free results
Variety of colours for better
distinguishing of compounds
Easy cleaning
Quick surface heating

Caution! ETALON products are
strictly for those who are true
craftsmen, pay attention to
detail and take pride at their work.
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Polishing Wipes & Accessories

FOAM POLISHING
BALL/CONE

Especially designed to reach and polish
car parts that are hard to access, like rims,
headlights, motorcycle and boat accessories.
Very effective on sensitive metals and painted
surfaces. To be used with ordinary drill.
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ET/FBALL

polishing ball

piece

ET/FCONE

polishing cone

piece

WOOL
POLISHING BALL

Natural twisted wool polishing ball, especially
designed to reach and polish car parts that
are hard to access, like rims, headlights,
motorcycle and boat accessories. Very
effective on weathered and oxidized surfaces.
To be used with ordinary drill.
ET/WBALL-76

Ø 76mm

piece

FOAM APPLICATOR

Foam applicator for both polish and wax. Very
soft pad with tiny cells, ideal for hand polishing
and waxing application on all surfaces.
ET/MICROSPONGE

piece

MICROSHINE

Yellow microfiber cloth for cleaning & polishing.
Ideal for the removal of polishing compounds
and residues, cleaning & drying of the surface.
Does not scratch surfaces.
Orange 2in1 double-sided microfiber cloth.
The long threaded side is ideal for removing
polishing compounds’ residues. While the short
threaded side is ideal for the final finish after
polishing.
ΕΤ/MICRO-01 0.36 x 0.36m

20 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/MICRO-02 0.40 x 0.40m

20 pcs/cart.

POLISHING SYSTEM
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Polishing Wipes & Accessories

BACKING PAD
POLISHING WIPE

Extremely soft, lint free wipe with incredible
absorbing ability and amazing polishing
results. Does not scratch surfaces.
ET/PW-3240 0.32 x 0.40m

500 pcs/cart.

Backing pad Μ14 soft or medium, For use with all
Velcro polishing pads.
ET123PLAT/S

soft, Ø 123mm

piece

ET123PLAT/M

medium, Ø 123mm

piece

ET148PLAT/M

medium, Ø 148mm

piece

ET75PLAT/M14-S

M14, Ø 75mm

piece

POLISHING CLAY

Non abrasive clay for the rapid and effective elimination of
overspray and bonded contaminants. Can be used to remove
paint overspray without polishing, clean bugs from windshield,
removing tar spots, brake dust, industrial contaminants and
dirt from clearcoat prior to washing or polishing job without
scratching the surface. New formulation of Etalon Clay Bar can
be used with tap water, without any lubricant.
ΕΤ/CLAY-003

200gr

piece

BACKING PAD, FOR DRILL

75mm Soft Backing pad for use with all Velcro
polishing pads. Available in M14 for polishing
machine and for regular drill.
ET75PLAT/S

for drill, Ø 75mm

piece
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MASKING PRODUCTS

MASKING PROTECTION
Adhesive Tapes

MASKING TAPE

80 C
ο

Professional masking tape for precise &
clean masking jobs throughout the painting
process of the surface. Strong adhesion on all
types of paints & clear coats. Easily removed,
without leaving any glue residues. Withstands
temperatures up to 80° С.

PREMIUM
MASKING TAPE

100οC

Professional masking tape for precise &
clean masking jobs throughout the painting
process of the surface. Strong adhesion on all
types of paints & clear coats. Easily removed,
without leaving any glue residues. Withstands
temperatures up to 100° С.

FINE LINE TAPE

E x t re m e l y f l e x i b l e , t h i n PVC t a p e fo r
demanding painting applications with
excellent adhesion to all surfaces. Waterproof,
solvent proof and temperature resistant up to
130° С. No hard edges guaranteed. Ideal for
aerography artists.

ΕΤ2011850 18mm x 50yd

48 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/PREMIUM-19

18mm x 50yd

48 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ2012450 24mm x 50yd

36 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/PREMIUM-25

24mm x 50yd

36 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/FLB-03

3mm x 33m

20 pcs/box

ΕΤ2013650 36mm x 50yd

24 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/PREMIUM-50

48mm x 50yd

18 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/FLB-06

6mm x 33m

20 pcs/box

ΕΤ2014850 48mm x 50yd

18 pcs/cart.

ΕΤ/FLB-09

9mm x 33m

20 pcs/box

MASKING PRODUCTS
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Adhesive Tapes

DUCT CLOTH TAPE

Strong cloth adhesive tape. Used for general fixing and edge
protection while sanding or during the paint preparation
process.
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ΕΤ/CST-62100

50mm x 50m, silver

18 pcs/cart.

ET/CST-62100B

50mm x 50m, black

18 pcs/cart.

PERFORATED LIFTING TAPE

Lifting tape for paint preparation jobs on vehicle doors and
windows’ rubbers, as well as headlamps, rear lights and
direction indicators. Perforated for easy tear off, eliminates
the need for cutting. Does not leave residues. Lifts the rubber
molds allowing smooth edge paint application.
ΕΤ/LIFT-4510

45mm x 10m

36 pcs/cart.

FOAM MASK TAPE

Professional foam masking tape for insulation of gaps. Made
out of special foam material that prevents formation of hard
paint edges during the painting jobs. Classic shape ensures a
very easy and complete application. Does not leave residues.
Temperature resistant up to 80° С.
ΕΤ/FM-1350

13mm x 50m

dispenser box

MASKING PROTECTION
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Masking Accessories

MASKING NYLON FILM

Masking nylon film for professional use for car and its
parts coverage during the painting process. Extremely
effective in withholding overspray. Corona treated.
Statically charged and resistant to infrared light.
Thickness 10 microns.
ET/CRM-150

4 x 150m

1 roll/box

ET/CRM-300

4 x 300m

1 roll/box

FILM/PAPER
CUTTER

With enclosed blade for safe use.
ET3000265

piece

MASKING PAPER

Masking paper for professional use for car and its
parts coverage during the painting procedures.
42 gr/sqm high quality Kraft paper, resistant to all
types of paints and varnishes. Does not leave lint.
ET40A0200

20cm x 300m

roll

ET40A0600

60cm x 300m

roll

ET40A0900

90cm x 300m

roll
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CLEANING PRODUCTS & CONSUMABLES
Tack Rags & Wipes

HIGH TACK RAG

Textured tack cloth with large surface cotton gauze for efficient
dust removal and for more convenient usage. Does not dry out
or leave lint. Wax and silicone free. Impregnation level: High
ET/T-641

0.85 x 0.90m

100 pcs/cart.

WHITE TACK RAG

White tack cloth made from 100% bleached cotton gauze
for removal of dust particles from the car surface prior to
painting. Compatible with all paints and lacquers. Does not
dry out or leave lint. Wax and silicone free. Impregnation level:
Medium
ΕΤ4004251

Using a quality tack rag
decreases the number of dust
inclusions (dust nibs)
on the paint job.
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0.75 x 0.42m

240 pcs/cart.

BLUE TACK RAG

Blue non woven tack cloth, with specially designed cells for
better dust migration and retention. Ideal for waterbased
paints. Does not dry out or leave lint. Wax and silicone free.
Impregnation level: Low
ΕΤ4000003

0.32 x 0.40m

Join us on
facebook!

240 pcs/cart.

CLEANING PRODUCTS & CONSUMABLES
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BLUETEX

Non woven wipe made of 100% polypropylene,
70gsm. Highly absorbent - will quickly mopup oil, water and solvents. Cleans and absorbs
perfectly grease, dust, tar, dirt and contaminants
from the car’s surface. Solvent resistant and
lint free. Ideal for usage with ETALON degreaser
prior to painting.
BLUETEXR500 0.32x0.38m

500 pcs/roll

MIXING CUPS

High quality plastic cups for mixing and storage of all paint materials. Made of polypropylene
resistant to solvents material with mixing scale from 1:1 to 5:1.
ET/MIX-0385

container 385ml

200 pcs/cart.

ET/MIX-0750

container 750ml

200 pcs/cart.

ET/MIX-1400

container 1400ml

200 pcs/cart.

ET/MIX-2300

container 2300ml

100 pcs/cart.

ET/LID-0385

cap 385ml

200 pcs/cart.

ET/LID-0750

cap 750ml

200 pcs/cart.

ET/LID-1400

cap 1400ml

200 pcs/cart.

ET/LID-2300

cap 2300ml

200 pcs/cart.
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PAINT MIXING STICK

Unique design! Thanks to special shape Etalon paint mixing
sticks allow to scrub clean all the paint from the can’s walls.
Easy to clean. A must for every paint shop. Saves time and
money.
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ET/MSTICK-27

27cm

30 pcs/box

ET/MSTICK-20

20cm

30 pcs/box

PLASTIC SPREADER

Plastic spreaders for body fillers and putties application.
Flexible and reusable.

ET/PTPLAST-1

50 pcs/box

“TOUCH-UP”
PLASTIC BOTTLE 2 IN 1

A unique “Touch-up” plastic bottle 2 in 1 with a brush, a pen
needle and an airtight lid. The paint does not dry out in the
bottle.
ET/TOUCH-21

450 pcs/cart.

CLEANING PRODUCTS & CONSUMABLES

PAINT STRAINERS

Disposable paint strainers for quick and safe filtering of paints
and clear coats.
ET3101900

190μm

1000 pcs/cart.

ET3101250

125μm

1000 pcs/cart.

PRESSURE SPRAYER

Pressure sprayer 1L for cleaners and degreasers. Extremely
powerful solvent resistant structure.

ET/PRS-585

1L

piece

www.etalon.gr

RIGID BRUSH FOR
BRUSHABLE SEAM SEALANT
ET/B-7101

rigid brush

36 pcs/pack

APPLICATION

Compatible for both solvent and water based paints and clear
coats.

craftsman [krafts-muhn] noun,
plural: craftsmen.
- a professional whose work is
consistently of high quality

Join us on
facebook!
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Sign up to our
blog & newsletter!
NITRILE GLOVES
Premium

Unbeatable quality nitrile black gloves. Extra
strong, comfortable, resistant to solvents, oil,
grease and dirt. Suitable for all jobs in the
bodyshop and the mechanic service shop.
With pH 5.5 inner coating for healthy skin
balance. 100 pieces per box.
EN374:2003 EN388:2003 EN420:2003

mins

5

HANDS
IN THINNER

ET/JPRO-L

-L-

ET/JPRO-XL

- XL - 10 boxes/cart.

1

x

10 boxes/cart.

Be always updated with the latest
industry news, trends & tips.

DRINK OF ALCOHOL

FOR YOUR LIVER!
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A1P3 ELIPSE SPRAY HALFMASK

A unique spray paint mask designed to fit the contours of
your face to increase comfort, reduce wearer fatigue & to
give maximum field of vision. Approved under EN14387 A1P3
for protection against toxic dust particles, metal fumes, mist,
organic odours and vapours. Replacement filters are available.
SPR503

A1P3 spray half-mask

piece

SPR341

A1P3 replacement cartridge

2 per pack

SPM420

prefilter kit pack of 10 pairs

pack

SPM421

replacement kit
5 pairs + 2 retainers

pack

* OEL - Occupational Exposure Limit
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DISPOSABLE
RESPIRATORY P1 MASK WITH
VALVE

Provides protection against toxic fine dust 4 times higher
than OEL*. Comes with exhalation valve for ease of use and
prevents temperature increase in the mask. Approved by CE
0086 EN149:2001.
ΕΤ/ΗΥ8612

FFP1

DISPOSABLE
RESPIRATORY Ρ1 MASK WITH
ACTIVE CARBON & VALVE

Active carbon filter neutralizes harmful odours. Provides
protection against toxic fine dust 4 times higher than OEL*.
Comes with exhalation valve for ease of use and prevents
temperature increase in the mask.
Approved by CE 0086 EN149:2001.

10 pcs/box
ΕΤ/ΗΥ8616

Join us on
facebook!

FFP1

10 pcs/box

PERSONAL PROTECTION
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POLYESTER
JACKET & OVERALL

Silicon-free, antistatic, 100% polyester jackets and
overalls, with hood and extra strong zipper.

PAINTERS OVERALL

Painters overall belong to Category 3 type 5-6 products
- particles / liquids and splashes protection, made of
strong and soft non woven material that consists of
polypropylene & polyethylene micropores. Specially
designed to have breathable back part and assures a
perfect ergonomic fit. Antistatic, silicone & lint free.

ET/HY9778-J2

Jacket, M

50 pcs/cart.

ET/HY9778-J3

Jacket, L

50 pcs/cart.

ET/HY9778-J4

Jacket, XL

50 pcs/cart.

ET/HY9778-J5

Jacket, XXL

50 pcs/cart.

ET/HY9778-O2

Overall, M

50 pcs/cart.

ET/0VR-02

-Μ-

50 pcs/cart.

ET/HY9778-O3

Overall, L

50 pcs/cart.

ET/0VR-03

-L-

50 pcs/cart.

ET/HY9778-O4

Overall, XL

50 pcs/cart.

ET/0VR-04

- XL -

50 pcs/cart.

ET/HY9778-O5

Overall, XXL

50 pcs/cart.

ET/0VR-05

- XXL -

50 pcs/cart.

ABRASIVES

ETALON ABRASIVES

1975 ETACUT DISCS

Excellent price to quality ratio. Produced by major abrasives
manufacturer in Europe especially for Etalon. Durable and
very efficient product. Fits all major backing pads. Versatile
product suitable for sanding putties, fillers, primers,fiberglass,
wood and other solid materials. Excellent price to quality ratio.

www.etalon.gr

D141.0150.0040

Ø 150, P40

50 pcs/box

D141.0150.0060

Ø 150, P60

50 pcs/box

D141.0150.0080

Ø 150, P80

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0120

Ø 150, P120

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0150

Ø 150, P150

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0180

Ø 150, P180

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0240

Ø 150, P240

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0320

Ø 150, P320

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0400

Ø 150, P400

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0500

Ø 150, P500

100 pcs/box

D141.0150.0600

Ø 150, P600

100 pcs/box
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1980 ETASPONGE

Abrasive pads with soft foam backing designed for dry and wet sanding jobs. Ideal for scuffing,
flatting and sanding of primers, fillers, paints and clearcoats on hard to reach and curvy areas
of vehicles.

1970 ETACUT
SOFT ROLLS

Soft sponge backed abrasives roll, perforated
for use on primers, fillers, paints and clearcoats.
Ideal for sanding round edges, contours, curves,
no risk for deep scratches. Can be used for drying
sanding.
R901.11525.0240

115mm x 25m (P240)

roll

R901.11525.0320

115mm x 25m (P320)

roll

R901.11525.0400

115mm x 25m (P400)

roll

R901.11525.0500

115mm x 25m (P500)

roll

R901.11525.0600

115mm x 25m (P600)

roll

ETASPONGE MEDIUM

P180-P320

20pcs/box

ETASPONGE FINE

P320-P600

20pcs/box

ETASPONGE SUPERFINE

P600-P800

20pcs/box

ETASPONGE ULTRAFINE

P800-P1000

20pcs/box

ETASPONGE MICROFINE

P1200-P1500

20pcs/box

1980 4SIDE SPONGE
1980 COMBI ETABLOCK

Abrasive foam block for dry and wet sanding. Low
clogging. Designed for flexible sanding of hard-toreach areas.
COMBI ETABLOCK
FINE
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125x90x25mm

20pcs/box

Four-side abrasive sponges for dry and wet sanding. Low clogging. Designed for flexible
sanding jobs on various materials, including metal, primer, filler, paint, wood etc.
4S ETASPONGE COARSE

68x97x25mm

20pcs/box

4S ETASPONGE MEDIUM

68x97x25mm

20pcs/box

4S ETASPONGE FINE

68x97x25mm

20pcs/box

4S ETASPONGE SUPERFINE

68x97x25mm

20pcs/box

ABRASIVE ACCESSORIES

ADHESIVE REMOVAL
WHEEL

Special rubber disc to strip away residues
of double-sided tape, decal and molding
adhesive.Does not burn or decolorate the
painted surface.
ET/RW-84

wheel, Ø 90mm

piece

ET/RW-ADP

wheel holder

piece

PAD WITH VELCRO
FOR DAISY DISCS

Special pad with Velcro for daisy discs for spot
repair, with soft and medium sides, diameter
35 mm.
DAISY PAD V

Ø 35mm

www.etalon.gr

FLEXIBLE VEL HAND BLOCK

Velcro system flexible hand block for abrasive strips,
ideal for sanding of large surfaces, slightly curved.
VEL HAND BLOCK 70 x 400/PL

70 x 400mm

piece

piece
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VEL HAND BLOCK

“Neither talent without instruction, nor
instruction without
talent can produce the
perfect craftsman.”
- Vitruvius
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Velcro system hand blocks for velcro strips.
Lightweight, with dust extraction, specially
designed for comfortable application by hand
and ease of movement.
VEL HAND
BLOCK 70x198

velcro,
70x198mm

piece/box

VEL HAND
BLOCK 70x400

velcro,
70x400mm

piece/box

INTERMEDIATE PAD

Soft multihole Intermediate pad 150 mm for
fine sanding.

ET/INP-350

Ø 150mm

piece

INTERMEDIATE
PROTECTIVE PAD

Special intermediate pad for the protection
of the sanding machine from the water drops.
Suitable for all types of sanders.
ET/INF-PAD

Ø 150mm

piece

ABRASIVE ACCESSORIES

ABRASIVE HAND
PADS KIT

Complete set of abrasive sanding blocks.

ET/SAND-SET6

set of 6 pads

HAND PAD

Flexible hand pad for manual sanding using
150 mm Velcro discs.
ET/HP-320

Ø 150mm

piece

www.etalon.gr

PALM SANDER

Hand block for Velcro 150 mm discs, used for
areas difficult to access.
ET/PS-340

150mm

piece

GRAVITY CUP FILTERS

Set of gravity filters 230μm. Compatible with
all major spray guns.
ET/SGF-5

pack of 5 filters

pack
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DRY CONTROL POWDER

Dry guide coat to reveal surface defects. Excellent results
during either wet or dry sanding. Does not clog abrasives.
No masking required. Instant defect detention. No dry time
required.
ET/DG-00B
ET/DG-15B
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150gr, black,
with applicator

12 pcs/cart.

150gr, black,
without applicator

18 pcs/cart.

BACKING PADS

Backing pads with 14+1 holes for all types of 150mm abrasive
discs for aggressive and fine sanding. Multiple- hole system
guarantees long disc life and high performance.
ET/BP-315M

Ø 150, medium

1 pc / box

ET/BP-311M

Ø 150, medium

1 pc / box

ET/BP-310S

Ø 150, soft

1 pc / box

PNEUMATIC RANDOM
ORBITAL SANDER

Central vacuum sanders 150 mm with 5 and 2.5 mm orbits.
Lightweight, durable and versatile tool.
ET/CVS-ORB50

150mm central vacuum
sander, 5mm orbit

1 pc / box

ET/CVS-ORB25

150mm central vacuum
sander, 2.5mm orbit

1 pc / box

SPRAY BOOTH FILTERS

PRE-FILTER

OVERSPRAY FLOOR
FILTER (PAINTSTOP)

This is the first filter in a spray booth designed for
screening the inlet air for coarse dust and debris
from the exterior. The pre-filter lasts for 400
hours of work.
ΕPF-200G/070

70cmx20m 14 sqm/roll

ΕPF-200G/100

1mx20m

20 sqm/roll

ΕPF-200G/200

2mx20m

40 sqm/roll

Manufactured from non-woven glass
fibers to arrest paint overspray from
the air leaving the spraybooth. Paintstop filter lasts for 150 hours of work.

CEILING FILTER WITH TACKY
IMPREGNATION

Spraybooth ceiling filter with tacky impregnation for
collection of fine dust ensuring clean paint jobs. The ceiling
filter lasts for 1500 hours of work.
ETF-630G/062

62cm x 20m

12.4 sqm/roll

ETF-630G/070

70cm x 20m

14 sqm/roll

ETF-630G/085

85cm x 20m

17 sqm/roll

ETF-630G/100

1m x 20m

20 sqm/roll

ETF-630G/101

1m x 21m

21 sqm/roll

ETF-630G/115

1.15m x 20m

23 sqm/roll

ETF-630G/150

1.5m x 20m

30 sqm/roll

ETF-630G/200

2m x 20m

40 sqm/roll

www.etalon.gr

EPS-250G/070

70cmx20m

14 sqm/roll

EPS-250G/075

75cmx20m

15 sqm/roll

EPS-250G/080

80cmx20m

16 sqm/roll

EPS-250G/085

85cmx20m

17 sqm/roll

EPS-250G/100

1mx20m

20 sqm/roll

EPS-250G/200

2mx20m

40 sqm/roll

POCKET FILTERS IN
DIFFERENT SIZES

Pocket filters are installed in exhaust units for
filtration of the fine particles from paint or clearcoat
overspray. Pocket filter lasts for 400 hours of work.
ET/BAGF-NV

piece

VIRGIN ACTIVATED
CARBON

Pelletized activated carbon is used in the exhaust
units for removing solvent vapours from the air
coming from a spray booth. Activated carbon must
be replaced after 3000 hours of work or every 5
years.
ET/CARB-25

25kg

bag
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SPRAY BOOTH PROTECTION
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BOOTH MASK
Booth tacky coating.
ΕΤ/C180-5

5L

piece

APPLICATION

Applicable to the inner walls of the paint booth,
creates clear tacky film which protects from dust and
overspray. Easy to wash away with warm water.

BMF

Booth Masking Film is a 5- layer film designed to protect internal sides
of spray booths from overspray and dirt. Temperature resistance:
100°C. Application temperature: 12-40°C. Protective layers: five
(5) polypropylene (PP) layers, 35 microns each, covered by low tack
adhesive, each layer is marked from 1 to 5.
ET/BMF-W80

0.75m x 80m

roll

Experiencing difficulties in accomplishing a certain job?
Then do not hesitate to ask our technician who will answer any of
your questions, whether it is about accomplishing a task or about any
of our products and their usage.

techsupport@alexport.gr
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MARINE
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MARiNE ENGINE PAINT
Fast drying spray-paints with high resistance to scratches, atmospheric agents
and weather conditions.

ETALON MARINE PAINT SPRAY
FOR INBOARD AND OUTBOARD
MARINE ENGINES

Excellent color matching.

Specialized colors for painting and refinishing marine engines. These sprays are exact match of the most widespread brands of inboard and outboard sea engines.

Specifically formulated for the harsh
marine environment.
Ideal for entire outboard and stern drive
reconditioning or touch-up.
For do-it-yourself convenience and
professional finish that lasts.
Can be recoated anytime

Manufactured under the most restricted specifications
they do not pose a threat to the ozone.

VOLVO PENTA GREEN

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

YANMAR GREY METALLIC

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

SUZUKI BLACK METALLIC

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

YAMAHA DARK GREY METALLIC

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

YAMAHA WHITE

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

CATERPILLAR YELLOW

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

HONDA MARINE GREY METALLIC

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

JOHNSON GREY METALLIC

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

SUZUKI GREY METALLIC

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

JOHNSON EVINRUDE WHITE

400ml

6 pcs/cart.

MERCURY BLACK

400ml

6 pcs/cart.
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METAL POLISH

Polish for all metal parts. Chrome, brass,
copper, nickel, stainless steel and other
surfaces. Cleans, polishes, removes rust and
leaves a protective film. Excellent results on
gelcoat.
ΕΤ/MET-930/750 750ml

6 pcs/cart.

APPLICATION

By foam applicator or foam/wool ball with
ETALON microshine wipe.

ETAFINE POLYESTER
FINE FILLER/STOPPER

Designed for finishing jobs, allows easy sanding
by hand or machine. It is available with white
hardener, to make finishing jobs in yachts
invisible.
ET5300FP-100/W

6 pcs/cart.

2K EPOXY PRIMER 3:1

DOUBLE SIDED
WOOL PAD

Double sided polishing wool pad available in
both aggressive, medium and soft. Ideal for
big surfaces, GRP & boat compounding jobs.
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1kg, white
hardener

ΕΤ/2WOOL-A

Ø 200mm white,
aggresive

piece

ΕΤ/2WOOL-S

Ø 200mm white,
soft

piece

Chromate free, versatile epoxy primer with
anticorrosive protection for marine use.
Can be used as an undercoat or as a final
coating. Suitable as an adhesion promoter
on metal, steel, aluminum or fiberglass.
Applicable on surfaces that will be submerged
in water. Easy application with roll, airless
gun, electrostatic gun, HVLP or conventional
spraying equipment.

ΕΤ/2WOOL-M Ø 180mm yellow,
medium

piece

ET5400EP-A075

primer
6 pcs/cart.
750ml, grey

ΕΤ/WAD-M14 adaptor M14

piece

12 pcs/cart.
ET5400EH-B025 hardener
250ml, grey

WHAT IS ETALON?
Visit our website: www.etalon.gr

ETALON is a brand of Alexport Company.
ETALON is a result of continuous product
testing & thorough research of the current automotive refinishing market.

ETALON is a selection of the best
materials that are being produced
today, and not just an alternative to
existing products in the market.

Alexport company has a
vast network of wholesale
distributors in over 30
countries around the world.
Comprehensive aftersales
service, technical &
marketing support together
with dynamic & modern
brand guarantees success.

Our goal is to provide a full system
of professional products, with vast
product lines covering everyday needs
of true automotive professionals.
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Achieves exports
to 10 countries.
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